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“ Donald,” he said impressively, he was going to add that before that
At the Necktie Counter.
“ we can do anything we want to.”
An Unrecorded Engagement.
“ we can make that log into a real time his father would be at home, but
Carlyle somewhere lays (I have not
“
Black
neckties,
if
you
please.”
David Fraser stood with one foot in
cannon” ; and, Donald unexpectedly refrained lest Donald’s easily awakened
the
exact quotation by me), “ Work is
Drummond,
the
salesman,
stared
a
the stirrup, about to mount his well
consenting, they began wha' to many conscience might assert itself.
First Unitarian Church.
the
clear
stream which sweetens and
cross the counter at the speaker, as if
laden horse
They had barely time to fetch the Li» thoughts were in Egypt.
boys whose toys come ready made to
CfcANKB KkLLRBAN AND MILITARY 1ST.
purifies the sour swamp of existence.”
“ You will remember what I have
lH lor REV. LEVERETT K. DANIELS.
their hands would be a discouraging powder and to load the cannon when
Applying
this to vacation-time, we
“
What
is
it
?”
he
said,
at
last.
said,” Mr. Fraser was saying to his
Residence 43 School Street.
the schooner came abreast. Then with
unre
taking.
need
not
restrict
the word to hard
“
Black
neckties.
Silk.”
SUNDAY SERVICES.
wife and two boys, who stood outside
The log was about eight feet long, a long stick lighted at the kitchen fire
Morning Worship and Sermon
10.30 a . m .
labor,
it
has
the
good
old English mean
Drummond threw a box down. The
Sunday School
11.46 a . m. tbe cabin door. “ A year ago I could with a diameter o( perhaps two feet. they set off the charge. The deafen customer opened it. “ These are reding
of
definite,
earnest
occupation of
Yoons Peoples Religious Union 7.00 f . m. not have left you alone ; but now, if
ing report so frightened both boys that and not silk,” he said, quickly.
The
first
thing
to
be
done
was
to
split
any sort, as where Shakespeare wrote,
Four O'Ciook Vesper Service the Second you keep quietly at home, and are civil
it lengthwise, and this the two little they did not stop to see what effect
t ome *n, Nerissa, I have work in hard
Sunday of each Win^r Month.
“
Nobody
wears
black
silk
now
to all, no harm will come to you. I
That you yet know not of.
ALL WELCOME.
pioneers set about doing. How soon their hastily aimed shot had taken. In Drummond said, yawning and looking
will be back iu a fortnight if all goes
In
any
holiday crowd at a baseball
a
moment,
though,
they
crept
out
from
they would have abandoned the scheme
indifferently at the plain old man be
well.” And with a last goodby he
Freo Baptist Church.
match
one
can hear the same use of the
can only be conjectured, for they were behind the house, and were horrified to fore him. Then he took up the box
CSomubb Kblleran and Military St. sprang into his saddle, and the train
word
from
the bleachers, “ Oh, get to
, Pastor REV. F. CLARKE HARTLEY took its way eastward toward Niagara still laboring at it late that afternoon, see the boat’s deck thronged with and threw it back into its place.
work
there
!” meaning, to “ play with
Residence 36 Highland Avenue.
when Piquet made his appearance people who appeared to be dividing “ Have you none of the kind I want?”
Falls.
all your might !” Right here is the
SUNDAY SERVICES.
He had come stealthil}’ up the bank, their attention between the shore and asked the old man.
VVe are accustomed to think of the
,fl«aehing
10.30 a . m. 7 p. m.
secret of the profitable use of vaeation.
“ No ; that kind of goods went out
BM> School and Pastors Class 1 1 .4 5 a . m . war of the Revolution as occurring and stood watching the workers un some prostrate object in the midst of
Let us do something, not dawdle, nor
Christian Endeavor Service?
6 .0 0 p . m .
observed. Whether Indians were fond them.
years ago. “ VVe don’t keep ’em,”
chiefly
on
the
Atlantic
seaboard,
and
loll,
nor dream the hours away,—do
BdSnlar Prayer and Praise Service Tuesday,
The twins dropped behind their for said the salesman, insolently.
er of work in those days than now I do
7.30. p. M only the local history of the Niagara
something
and do it hard, do it with
not know. Perhaps he surprised him tifications, trembling xvith terror. :‘0
“ There are plenty of black silk ties,”
frontier tells of the horrors suffered by
all
our
might.
In the change from tbe
self as much as he surprised David David, we have killed someone ! What said Sanders, the man at the next
the
settleru
there
from
the
Indians,
. ■«.
First Baptist Church.
regular routine of necessary labor, in
when he reached over the little Scotch shall we do ?” chattered Donald.
counter, in an undertone.
French and English.
Court St.
the
vigorous exercisejof mind and body,
“ Boys, boys, what is the ^m-tter ?”
REV. J. A. FORD M. A. Pastor.
“ I know ; but what’s the good of
In 1772 the English under Sir Wil man’s shoulder and took the axe out of
in
the
glow of blood and tissue and
Moriilng Worship and Sermon
10.30 a . m.
his hand. Without asking any ques screamed their mother, running toward bothering with an old back number
liam
Johnson
look
a
fort
that
the
muscle,
as well as the alert motion of
Bible School
12.00 a . m.
“ Are you hurt ?” and she like that ? Methodist preacher, I’ll bet
tions he finished the work the boys had them.
Junior Endeavor
3.00 p. m. French had built years before when the
the intellect, we shall truly rest and
ChrMtan Endr rvor
6.15 p. m. Niagara River empties into the lake, begun, and then stalked off toward the took poor trembling Donald into her five to one. But I was telling you a- be re-created. And in this recreation,
Soni Sirvice and Sermon
7.00 p. m. and from that year until the time of house, stopping at the kitchen door for lap, feeling his arms and legs for pos bout my cousins, the Harts. The three
which knows no vacuum or emptiness
-Prayer Meeting TueeJnr
7.30 p. m.
sible fractures.
brothers all left the village and came up
my story the English held it ; for, al the corn bread he knew would be forth
of
life, the moral vigor, the highest
David was very pale, but his voice to town. One is now a railway boss,
though the year 1782 saw the end of coming.
energies
of which we are capable, will
Good Shepherd.
Yha Church of
All the next day the boys worked at was steady when he said : “ No, mother one a banker, and the third a sugar
the Revolution, that fort with five
receive
a
new and healthy tone and
s u n d a ; JERVICES.
hollowing out the split trunk ; and, Donald isn’t hurt, and he didn’t fire man—all of them millionaires.”
10.30 A. M. others was held by the British for
Morning Service
plentiful scope for action. The languid
the gun. I fired it, and I have killed
“ A lucky family ! How was that ?”
7.00 P . M. seven years longer. Hostilities were when that was finally accomplished,
Evening Service
dreamy summer Sabbath itself will find
9.45 A. M. at an end, but the settlers still were they spent anothei day in fastening the some one on the boat down there. I
Sunday Sdiool
J
“ They all had capital to start with.
us, not yawning over the Sunday paper,
F R l >AYS.
halves together. Rather guiltily they only meant to send a ball across her The man with capital wins out every
btony 7.30 P . M. made to feel the ill will of the British
but
ready for action along fine and
bows, but someway it hit the deck. time.”
Sittings free. ‘All Welcome.
soldiers at the barracks whenever the appropriated a few iron spikes from
noble
lines. Everywhere there are
I shall have to go to prison and be
J. C. KO IN, Rector.
“ Perhaps you have neckties—black
slightest opportunity occurred.
For their father’s precious store, and then
people
to
be helped over hard places,
hung, but it was my plan.”
silk ?” the old man said to Sanders.
this reason David Fraser cautioned his to make assurance doubly sure, wound
The boat was by this time out of He had been lingering near the counter. everywhere and every day in the year
Congregational Church.
wife and children to remain at home a piece of chain about the log, fasten
there is a call #for the best there is in
Court S t.
ing the ends with staples driven through sight, and the frightened little family
“ I think there are some, sir,” said
and to offer no excuse for trouble.
f*aattNTREV. DANIEL E. PUTNAM.
went into the house, where they wait Sanders, taking down some boxes. us. Shame on the empty life, be it
Although Mis. Fraser may have the end links into the wood.
Residence, 10 Kelleran Street.
winter or summer.
Frisch auf ! and
At length the cannon was finished ed all the afternoon and evening for the He opened one after another, but there
SUNDAY SERVICES.
dreaded the loneliness, she had ex
to
work,
to
the
truest
enjoyment of
would come. were no ties of the kind the old man
Service
10.30 a . m. perienced too ipunjr real dangers to and mounted on another log, in which summons they knew
another
blue
day,
that
dawns,
to the
School
11.45 a . m.
a hollow had been cut to receive it. They knew that the boat belonged to wanted.
worry
over
pSssible
ones,
while
the
truest rest, the veritable recreation that
iService with brief Address 7.00 p, m.
an English company, and that no pity
Drummond, with a half-amused stare
boys, David and Donald, looked for The boys were delighted, and played
TUESDAY.
is possible to every one of us, when
Payer Meeting
7.30 a . m. ward to long days of idleness and a whole day with their new toy before could be looked for from the stern com at the persistent customer, turned amander at the fort, who naturally felt way to gt ssip and giggle with a sales school is done and vacation begun this
playtime. Their father was not a they began to regret the lack of am
hostile toward the successful colonists. girl. .Sanders anxieusly took down box good year 1905.—Christian Register.
harsh man ; but in common with other munition.
Methodist Episcop^ Church.
It is a question discussed sometimes
Corner Military and School S m fathers of that stern time he felt that
Lying in his trundle-bed that night, In their minds they pictured all sorts f after box.
horrors,
and
poor
Mrs.
Fraser
even
saw
Pastor, REV. G. E. EDGETT.
with
heat whether there can be joy in
“
I
am
afraid
I
am
giving
you
a
great
work was the best safeguard against another brilliant idea came to David.
Reridence, 28 School St
the
country
plunged
into
another
deal of trouble,” said the old man, work of all kinds. If there is no joy
mischief, and accordingly kept his twin He could hardly sleep for thinking of
SUNDAY SERVICES.
in work of all kinds.
If there is no
JMemtng Worship and Sermon
10.30 a . m. twenty-year-old sons reasonably busy it, and when morning came lost no bloody war in consequence of her boy’s kindly.
Sunday School
12.00 a . m. about the house and garden. As a time in imparting his scheme to Don rash act.
“ That’s what I ’m here for,” said the in working in many cases, it is not be
Xpworth League
6.001*. m.
In the morning she prepared break salesman, pleasantly.
“ I’m sure I cause of the impossibility in the case.
Sang Service and Sermon
7.00 p. m. special favor he had abated these tasks ald. Yellow clay fiom a bank near fast and forced the children to take a
shall
find
them.”
Joy in working is an end to be aimed
the house, and some large pebbles from
TUESDAY. Piayer Meeting
7.30 p. m. during his absence
little
food.
Perhaps
it
was
almost
a
FRIDAY. Class Meeting
7.301>. m.
The box was found at last and a at, even in the coarsest labor and the
The first day or two passed in happy the river, wet and moulded into spheres
All Welcome.
relief from the imagined terrors of the necktie of the right width chosen, most menial occupation. A t once some
abandonment to any play that the made excellent cannon-balls. By noon
night when they saw a soldier dismount wrapped, and handed to the trouble one will protest that it is impossible to
moment suggested, and then came the a dozen of these deadly missiles were
First Presbyterian Church.
at
the door. He handed Mrs. Fraser some customer with a smile.
enjoy some kinds of work. It is not
reaction. There was nothing to do. drying in the sun.
OoauiBB H igh a n d Military Sts .
a
letter,
and
stood
by
scowling
while
The
next
morning
Sanders
received
impossible if the conditions are normal
But, alas ! the same sun that dried
PlMlor, REV. KENNETH McKAY.
On :he river side of their garden the
M in t, Nest door to Church on High Street. bank rose steep, perhaps fifty feet above the balls cracked them, some even fall she read it.
a printed slip, notifying him of his pro and right. Of course a slave cannot
SUNDAY SERVICES.
motion
in the store. Drummond also enjoy working under the laah, and a
“
Dear
Madam,”
it
began,
“
At
four
ing
apart
in
their
hands.
Here
was
Sunday School
9.30 a .m.the water ; and here they sat one morn
received
a slip, but it informed him convict may find it impossible to put
o’clock
on
the
afternoon
of
June
tenth,
Morning Worship
10.30 a .m.ing, looking gloomily about for fresh disappointment, and the boys were
Junior C. E. Sendee
3.30 p.m.worlds to conquer, when David, who turning sorrowfully away when Piquet the schooner Dartmouth while passing that after the end of the next week his his heart into his work. But, if work
Service In Church on Foxcroft Road 2.30 p. m.
appeared once more above the river up the Niagara River was, without services would no longer be required by of any kind is the best that one can do*
O. E. Servioe
6.30 p .m.had always stoutly maintained that he
Finning Worship
7.00 p.m.was the elder twin, suddenly rose from bank. H is sharp eyes took in the warning or provocation, fired upon by Colton dc Co. Underneath the print it can be done with zeal and zest, with
TUESDAY. Payer Meeting
7.30 p. m. the lower end
of the improvised situation at once, and with a muttered a gun stationed on your premises. ed form were written the words the hope of getting on to better things.
“ teeter” where he had been holding exclamation he went back down the Although the vessel was damaged (to “ Civility and efficiency are capital as That nothing in itself can be too com
a slight extent only) and one life lost well as money. You will fail, because mon and unclean to be intereating is
Philadelphia’s unexpected uprising aloft his more timid brother, exclaim bank.
shown by the work done eagerly and
‘What did he say ?” asked Donald, (that of the cook’s pet monkey), we you have neither.”
•gniast graft claims the enthusiastic ing, “ I know what we’ll do !”
“ Who was that old bore ?” demand joyfully by physicians, by surgeons, by
“ Wha-a-t ?” quavered Donald, whose who in his heart was always rather j roceeded on our way to the landing,
intawat of the entire country. There
ed
Drummond, in a fury.
chemists, and by all those happy work
where
upon
inquiry
I
learned
through
are signs of an awakening of public sudden contact with the earth deprived glad to see the big Seneca go.
“
It
was
John
Colton,
the
silent
part
ers who, in the pursuit of truth and to
the
Indian
Piquet
the
character
of
the
“ I think he said, 4|,iquet fix ’em,’ ”
ennseienee everywhere, but in the him for a time of breath.
ner
of
the
firm,”
said
one
of
the
men.
relieve
human misery, search out all the
guneral movement * of reform it was
David fiung the teether plank off of said David hopefully ; “ but I’m not bombarding gun, and the approximate
Youth’s
Companion.
foul corners, the noisome products of
age of the enemy. I also learned that
natural to suppose that Philadelphia the tree-trunk whicn had served as its sure ; we’ll wait and see.”
sin
and eickness, and the pest-holes
your
husband,
who
was
a
friend
of
my
would be the last city to fall in line. fulcrum. “ What does that lpg remind They saw no more of the Indian that
where
nature hides the germs of pesti
boyhood,
is
away
from
home,
and
send
Vacation—or Re-creation ?
Yut the remarkable public protest when you ef ?” , he said, and while poor night. Next morning, however, the
lence
and
death. If done voluntarily
this
communication
to
you,
hoping
that
BY WILLIS BOYD ALLEN.
the councils ’made ready to pass the Donald was obediently trying to be re first thing that met their eyes was a
for
a
good
end, being the best one can
U H iorj gas lease; the visit of a minded of something by a very com row of cannon-balls adorning ihe length you will look upon the hostile act as I Too many of us take our vacation in
do,
any
work
may become joyous* and
throng of eitisens to the city hall, shout* monplace piece of unhewn timber, of the “ Commodore,” as they had do and—forgive it. 1 am, my dear tbe literal sense of the word “ empti
conditions to make it so ought to be
Ing, Thieves ! and Robbers ! at their David went on : “ Don’t you see it’s christened their gun. The balls were madam, your most obedient servant,
ness.” We might as well call it va
provided for every human being upon
G
ills
M
ortimkr
,
Commander.”
sleeted |representatives ; the deter just exactly like the big guns at the made of yellow clay, but by some
cuum without demur. To loll on a
the face of the earth. That is what
The
letter
Bhook
in
Mrs.
Fraser’s
mination shown in the support given fort ? Let’s play it is a gun, and fire mysterious process of Indian pottery
piazza, to smoke one’s cigar, (or em
civilation is for.—Christian Register.
trembling
fingers,
and
tears
ran
down
Mayor Weaver in his new attitude— at Piquet down there fishing.” Then making had been rendered so hard that
broider an eminently useless pincushion
these are {unmistakably genuine indi assuming a threatening attitude, he even when one dislodged by David’s her cheeks. She could not speak ; but cover) under a shady tree, to while
The Roosevelt Dam.
cations of a deep-seated purpose. First called out, “ Halt, Piquet, or we’l! eager hand fell to the ground it did not the messenger understood the situation, away the sunny hours with a novel,
and
after
winking
solemnly
at
the
The
largest piece of work yet or
break.
there was a battle of authorities— the fire!”
to “ kill time” as the terribly truthful
white-faced
children
saluted
and
left
mayor against the machine.
Mayor
The old Indian thus addressed raisrd
Now, with a noble gun like the
expression goes,—there are apt to com dered under the National Irrigation
Weaver forced out of office the Director his impassive face ; and, when he un Commodore and ten hard, four inch the house.
prise our idea of vacation, whether we act, is an extensive dam in Salt River
When the door closed behind the are clerks with a fortnight’s freedom Valley, Arizona contracts for which
of Public Safety and the Director of derstood the threat, smiled broadly and balls, what must inevitably follow ?
Public Works, replacing them with pretended to be greatly frightened. If Every pioneer kept a supply of powder; soldier, Mrs Fraser caught the children before us, or millionaires able to use have just been let by Secretary Hitch temporar) appointees free from corrupt the sudden warlike summons recalled and, though the boys had been trained to her bosom, explaining in broken steam-yachts and “ red-devils” as ad cock of the Interior Department, at a
taint. Then there was a battle of the any tragedy in his own dark life, it from babyhood to the use of firearms, sentences that they had been forgiven ; juncts and auxiliaries in the aforesaid total cost of $1,100,000. In addition
courts, the machine securing an in did not seem to disturb him, for after tney knew that the experiment of firing but in spite of her tenderness and their slaughter. All over the United States to providing water for about 350,000
junction to prevent the removal of the the concession of a mock retreat he con a I ome-made cannon was a dangerous own relief two very sober boys crept the average man, woman, and child acres of land, now arid and useless,
two directors, and th* mayor gaiuing tinued to fish. As the events of the one ; further than this they knew t u t out into the sunshine a little later, and is just now counting the days that in this dam will supply water power for
hie end by means of a writ of super past did not trouble his soul, so also their father would not approve of any began the destruction of the remaining tervene before the advent of this magi man^ industries throughout the re
ammunition of the “ Commodore.”
gion. One of the important achieve
sedeas, against what time the legal was he free from any worry as to the actual waste of powder. But the tem
Sitting in the long grass that grows cal season, whether it be of weeks 0. ments of the first administration of
leans should finally be settled. Now future beyond hie next meal. If worst ptation was strong.
Peihaps they untended above the century-old wall months which is to release us from the President Roosevelt was the practical
there is a battle of wills— the popular came to worst, i a knew that an appeal might have waited to gain, if possible, of Fort Niagara, I listened to this story regular treadmill of our labors, and beginning of systematic operations in
will, as voiced by the mayor, against for supper to kindly Mrs. Fraser would their mother’s consent, had not David from the lips of a gray-haired man, which has giown so marvellously, be it reclaiming the lands in the West by
the will of tbe grafters. A few weeks not be denied.
just then espied a schooner entering tbe David Fraser’s son who added, “ The said, during the last quarter of a cen means of irrigation under the act of
old gun lay for twenty-five years on the
Congress, passed at the urgent recom
tgow hen the clergy of Philadelphia
When Piquet’s boat disappeared up river’s mouth.
bank of the river, but t had nothing tury, to be a reckoned portion of Ameri mendation of the President. The dam
began to pray for Mayor Weaver, that the river, ihe warriors found themselves
“ Come, Donald, let’s run to tie to do with the War of 1812 that I can life. It is to be wished that an is to be 225 feet high and to have a
he might see his duty in its true light, without an occupation again ; and, as powder house and get enough powde know of.”
earnest sermon might be preached on thickness at its base of about 200 feet,
there were few who believed so fuVy they sat brooding in the sunshine, an to fire just one ball across her bows
Makes digestion an d assimilation the text, “ Not Vacation, but Re-creat is to be named a.ter (he President, and
Makes new red blood and ion,” —not emptiness, but renewal of the compliment is well deserved.
in the efficacy of prayer as to expect it idea occurred to David, an idea so when she goes past,” he urged ; and perfect.
bone.
That’s
what Hollistei’s Rocky
It is eminently appropriate that a
to be answered in this instance. Yet stupendous that he almost expected when Donald hesitated, “ Come on, or
Mountain Tea will do. A tonic for the life, upbuilding of physical, mental, and great and typical piece of work like
answered the prayer has been.— Public Donald would refuse to help him carry we’ll be too late, and another boat sick and weak. 35 cents, Tea or Tab moral strength, during these precious
the one in question should bear his
Opinion.
it out.
may Hot come by in weeks ; besides—” lets. Sold by R. J. Cochran.
summer hours when, as children say, neme.—Commercial, Buffalo, N. Y.
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of the evening.
| many parents are only too willing to
Saturday morning dawned cloudy keep them out tn any excuse. Is it
MeU+HeheS April IS , IMO.
but later the sun came out in all its not a fad to have the schools in the
splendor and vuite a large number from hands of women alone, and the girla
Sabferiptfohs $1 per year in advance; liable
Dyer Brook and neighboring towns the only ones who are receiving an edu
copies three cento.
spent
the day at Pleasant Pond. The cation r
Subscriptions in arrears $1.50 per year.
Al l t h e h o m e n e w s .
day proved a favorable one and the
Mm Bubeerip tien emneeUed u n til mil arrea r
By looking back over the history of
ages are settled.
AiWehid •vary Friday morning from T h a t
program was as follows : fishing, coat our race we may find in what direction
M , Court 8tm t, Hoalton, Main*.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and
ing, swinging, gatheri ig fb..,ers, etc we are tending. When Columbus re
▼cry reasonable.
The dinner was just what jne enjoys turned from his voyage of discovery he
L M . W E L C H A C . B D U N N , Communications upon topics of general inter
and the ladies deserve to be highly reported that great mountains of gold
est
are
solicited.
P u b lis h e rs
complemented
for manifesting so much were to be found in the new world,
L. M. FILCH, Editor.
Entered at the postoAce at Honlton for dr
eolation as second-class postal rates.
skill in the ^pastry line. The gentle that a marvelous
fountain was
A. B. TOLAND, Local Editor.
men also deserve praise for the abun i 1 this new land, which would
dance of fruit that was on the table make an oiu man young, and he backed
Dr. Martin D. Kneeland on Sab
Mr and Mrs. J A. (Mark spent Sun up some of his wonderful stories by ex
bath Observance.
day with Mr. and Mrs Randall.
hibiting specimens of the products of
Those who listened(tt> Dr. Kneeland’s
this
country. But it was more than
Rev. W. M. Kinney occupied the
address on Sunday afternoon at the
a hundred years before the people of
pulpit at the Free Baptist church last
Methodist church heard a strange plea
Europe took enough stock in it to at
Sunday.
in defense of the Christian Sabbath.
tempt to settle ir this wonderful land.
For the last two year* stock in the boundary line stores has proA crowd of fifteen from this town
Referring to a storm he once wit
If such stories were told now, would
W bly paid the largest dividends of any property in this section,
accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. FI. It.
Houlton Grange
nessed in the Alps when a storm cloud
we
remain impassive as they did at
tmt for the last month the stock in this property has been unsteady
Jones went to Florenceville, N. B ,
A large number of Patrons were in th at time ? W e are more sen-utive
proved to be the centre of other storms
t t d last Saturday when Inspector Colpitts of Carleton County, N.
last Thursday on a fishing excursion.
attendance at the Grange Hall, Satur now than our fathers were many years
he said this battle to be waged in de
B», Collector of Customs Carpenter, Deputy Sheriffs W olverton,
Mr. and Mrs. G. Pennington and
day, June 10. Mr. Edwin McIntosh ago. It was a custom for the husband
fense ,of Sabbath Observance was the
Banana, Burpee, Eeteys, and Bull of W oodstock, N . B ., were reMrs. J. McKeen left last Tuesday for a
was reelected purchasing agent, and to beat his wife if she neglected to
centre of other great issues and the
ealbtoed by Sheriff Lawlis of this county, Deputy Sheriff Smart,
trip to tne West.
They expect to be
Geo.
Auber, Geo. McIntosh and Ira have his dinner at the nroper hour,
most important subject to be considered
gone about three months.
Deputy Collector o f Customs Peters of Bridgewater, a special U.
Porter weie elected as a committee to and the woman expected it. Now, a
He quoted Daniel Webster who said
8 . Deputy, end Felch and Dunn of the Civic League, swooped
Evangelists Mr. and Mrs. H. R.
look after the blacksmith’s shop. It is more refined mode of punishment is
that if tbe Christian Sabbath loses its
Jones, who have been conducting ser
down ou the outlaws operating these joints. The stock for a
thought that it will be best tc rent the us?d, but who will say it is any the
hold upon our people America is doom
while wao worthless. The reasons for the slump in this stock are
vices at the Boundary, closed their
ed.
shop for the ensuing year.
less cruel.
work Sunday evening.
many, flighteon months ego a few men met at the County ComWe are going to continue to change.
Brother
John
Davidson
in
a
few
elo
“
Joseph
Cook
said
“
The
Christian
mM euom' rooms at the Court House in this town, most of them
The grammar school taught by Miss
In
the past farmers were isolated.
quent
sentences
welcomed
State
Lectur
Sabbath
is
the
care
of
American
civili
CM e League men, end diaeussed the question of how they could
McBurnie, closed Wednesday.
Miss
They
worked alone, but now they are
er
W.
J.
Thompson
who
then
addressed
zation.”
heel g it lid of theca nuisances on the border. A committee was
Smith’s school and the grammar school
demanding
more and more cooperation,
the
grange.
The
following
is
a
very
Reference was made to statements of joined in having a picnic in the after
appointed to investigate the joints. The investigation was made
Emerson and Edward Everett Hale to noon. A short program that had been inadequate attempt to give an outline they are uniting -■nd working together.
a u i the conditions found at that time were written up and pubIn the future there will be fads, but we
the name effect.
arranged by the teachers, was carried of this eloquent and able address.
fished in the Star Herald. Some two hundred extra copies of the
shall advance and develop confidence in
Aroostook
stands
for
enterprise,
energy,
•fear Herald were struck off and sent broad csst over the County.
He contracted the difference between out and each pupil rendered his part
thrift and growth and when contrasted each other. Other combinations and
Thie article was backed up by a strong editorial from Mr. Collins
the Pilgrim Fathers and ourselves as very well.
with other portions of the state may be designing men wall try to sow discord
o f tho Herald. The Civic League Recot d took up the matter
they spent their first Sabbath on a little
looked upon with pardonable pride and distrust. But the movement which
whieh gave the places publicity. Some of the Boston papers beisland not erecting on that day even a
One quality of the people of Aroostook has accomplishedfso much is to continue
•nm# interested nnd sent a reporter to photograph the buildings
to grow and prove more and more a
temporary shelter for themselves.
to be noticed and commended is that of blessing to the world.
and write up the situation. He was prevented from taking the
Not only must we remember the
^he Children’s Day exercises Sunday
remaining cheerful and courageous un
photograph by one of the numerous Thompson family who broke
forefathers but also the foremothers of moaning by the children of the Sunday
der the discouragement of low prices
up Ms earners., but a snap shot was taken the next day of Thomp
this country. It is due to them that school, called out a large congregation
for potatoes. No one is discouraged, How Farmersi Built a Railroad.
so n s and McLain's places nnd published in the Boston Globe.
Monday has been set apart as a wash* taxing the seating capacity of the
In a recent number ef World’s Work
but every one feels that the place to
Mr. Pringle of the Civic League Record took photographs of Jake
ing day and it would be well if the church to the limit. The singers seats
appeared
an interesting article giving
find money, is where it was lost.
W ise's building, exterior and interior, and reproduced them in
Sabbath had been as carefully observed. were occupied by a chorus of young
The grange is to be congratulated an account of how the farmers of Ram
the Record and then sent copies of the paper into four thousand
The reasons why we should observe men and ladies also an orchestra witn
sey county, North Dakota, built a rail
homos in thie state.
the Sabbath are based upon Scripture Ed. C. Roberts and Theo. Joy, violins, upon the fact that it is the largest and road without the aid of outside or bor
A petition setting forth the condition of things on the border
truth as our 170 passages give instruct L. E. Jackman, cornet, and Miss Ella most prosperous in the world.
rowed capital.
There are always lessons to be learn
woe eiu t to the Secretary o f the United States Treasurer signed
ion in this ^direction.
Science also Jackman, organist. As the orchestra
These farmers hauled their grain—
I f the lending business men o f the County, end by the Selectmen
teaches the need of rest one day in were playing the Voluntary and Pro ed by experience# One of these is that often a distance of twenty-five miles—
o f e ll the towns oo our border asking for an investigation to bs
seven to repair the waste of body and cessional march the children filed in a good thing may b© carried too far. to Devil’s Lake, the county seat,
Wtds fafctiag to tho sixtooa liquor stores doing business on the
mind.
from both entrances, marched up the One man ‘beeomes interested in some through which the Great Northern rail
B u t between tho two governments. The Provincial Government
History too,'gives numerous instances aisles and took their places on the branches of education and becomes au way passed. It kept the farmers haul
km hem mitirieed through the press of this county for the atof prosperito in obeying and disaster in platform. A banner was carried by educational^crank. Another carries the ing grain all winter. They asked
> * u ii B uy wem taking in the matter. No one of these movedisobeying their Loid.
one of the pupils in each ot the two idea of work too far, and has no op James J. Hill, president of the Great
brought about the attitude taken by the two governHe denied the charge that foreigners files, one by Bennie Gasnell with the portunity to develop his intellectual Northern railway, to build a branch
tainting to tho boundary line stores, but all put together
are responsible for the non-observance inscription “ Sunday school of Wash nature. The grange is an educational line from Devil’s Lake up through their
the aeisure o f Two Thousand Dollars' worth of liquor at
of the 'Sabbath and referred to other burn Memorial Church.’’ The other factor, teaching the sublime lesson ot section. Mr. Hill said he could not
the Sups line stores last Saturday possible. Seixuies ’previous to
countries more loyal than ours in this by Maurice Jackman with “ Children’s the dignity of labor and also teaching build. Six of the largest farmers met
t i l l have been made at Limestone end Bridgewater.
regard. He cited Gladstone who, in Day 1905.’’ The program was as fol that the spiritual and mental side at a school house. One of them was
should be cultivated in order that man
T h e lg h t is now on aU along the line nnd while the burden
the presence of public affairs were al lows :
Joseph Kelley, who owned 900 acres
may
develop into the Godike creature
lowed his letter to be ojtened from Voluntary and Processional March
OfgMi largely upon the officials of CarletonfCounty, N . B ., we must
of land, and who hauled his wheat
Saturday to Monday .
am he Mow in lending a hand to help them. W hile we could not
Orchestra he was designed to be.
fifteen miles to Devil’s Lake. Mr.
He said “ No Soverign has done more Opening Chorus
iM p thorn materially in the seixurt made lest Saturday we were
Song of Nature
Another lesson difficult, to learn is Kelley said, “ If the Great Northern
that of change, and in these days of won’t build, we will build.’’ And the
HelenCaldwell
to preserve Sabbath than Queen Victor Greeting
llfc tm iil by the officials many times that they were mighty glad
ia."
Song
We’ll try to make Jesus glad rapid change. Within the memory of farmers built a railroad twenty-five
to have us ou the ground. W e were fovorebly impressed with the
m r ln o iel officials. They struck us as men who enjoyed their
Cora Gillespie many living now the stage coach was miles long.
Once when entertained by her loyal Recitation
Freda Gillespie the most rapid and comfortable means
work, and ns we left the field of daughter we felt like saying,
subjects in the country she especially Song
They asked every farmer who hauled
MWTheu tH 1 we aU meet again ?" W e have previously criticised
enjoyed biscuits made by a baker in the Recitation
Rachel turnery of travel, but it has been superseded by grain to Devil’s Lake to subscribe.
Jennie Lewis the steam engine and electric car. The Some subscribed $25 ; others $500.
t i e provincial government relating to the enforcement of their protown. When the baker, who was a Recitation
Hosanna plough of 100 years ago was a clumsy 'They raised $500,000. They sent a
hM tery liquor taw. W e foci called upon to do so again. W hile
Scotchman, was asked on Sunday morn Song
and inadequate tool compared with the
(MaraHussey
Mr. Oolpitts aad hie men landed a large double wagon three times
ing to prepare biscuit for her , Majesty’s Song
farmer to Duluth to buy ties, another
Pearly Joy best types of \today. Changes are ap to St. Paul to buy old rails A land
breakfast, he replied in Scottish dialect Recitation
w ith liquor from Thompson's store it was claimed by one of the
parent all about, in the home, in busi
NellieBradbury
that much as he would like to please Song
d U s le that in a building not thirty feet away was as much more.
promoter was building a small branch
ness and on the farm. Everything that
June Perrin
the Queen he must be loyal to his Recitation
T his they told us wee a bonded ware-house in which liquor was
line out of Devil’s Lake to the south,
Nettie French is alive is moving and changing. The and they got him to survey the road.
heavenly King and he could not do this Recitation and Song
tamed awaiting the payment OTthe interne! revenue, end that no
Boston of today is not the Boston of
work on Sunday.
Recitation
MarieParker
taw hut au internal revenue official had a right to open it. HowThey hired section hands to lay the
fifty years ago. Buildings built today
Chorus
The Queen was so pleased with his Song
• ta t It was generally understood that the Thompsons had a key
track. But they needed more money.
Ethel Frye at a cost of millions of dollars, in a few They bought land along the line and
reply that she asked the privilege of Reading
to the building and took liquor from it whenever needed. If these
years will be replaced by something
naming the biscuit “ Prince Albert Singing
tataemauti that we heard are true, we hope our provincial brothers
laid out three towns, sold the lots and
more adequate to the t.me. The change
Graduating
exercises
by
a
class
of
Biscuit,"
and
great
was
the
demand
wUl investigate the matter and call a halt. W e believe that they
used the money to bu> an old engine,
for them in England, Scotland, Wales 14 from the primary department and in farm machinery is as great as that a day coach, and four box cars from the
w ill. W hile we have eritiesed the provincial government we are
and Ireland, all because of this man's presentation of bibles to scholars who in any branch of business life. Man
lI B g e l to oonfoec that ocur own government, or its official", have
loyalty to his convictions as to Sabbath have had a 9th birthday during the has thus multiplied himself six times Great Northern.
h im dolinqnont in their dntiea. W e have been told repeatedly,
keeping.
Then the road was started. It will
year, ,viz :
Jamie Macolm, Phyllis within the past 50 years. One man
•a d had come to believe it, that there was no lew , federal or state,
The principal thought of the speaker
8top for any farmer at any place. Last
that eonld reach the line stores. W e quote below two sections of
was the peril of this country if the Whitehouee, Lyle Stubbs, Donald Knee today is able to take care of as many year, the road made its expenses ; it
Chapter 11 of the lew s of the United States.
Sabbath is not maintained. Brief but land. Hazel Emery, Ronal Sleeper, potatoes as six men could take care of hauled GO,000 bushels of wheat. This
One man with imappropriate remarks were made by the Clifford Hussey, Freda Gillespie, Emily fifty years ago
Chapter 11, Section 3107.
^
clergymen present, pastors McKay, Crockett, Ray Hamilton, Lurinda p oved machineryin South Carolina can year, with the railroad at hand, the
I f 037 ntotij ware-house or other building shall be upon or near
farmers planted more wheat and the
Ford, Putnam and Edgett.
produce as much rice as one hundred
Boynton.
ih o beendary line between the United States and any foreign
road will haul 2,000,000 bushels.
Like all other good causes it needs
Chinamen are able to produce in China.
ooootiy, n d th en is reason to believe that dutiable merchandise
financial support to circulate literature
“ I went to Starkweather, the largest
What a striking change takes place town laid out by the farmers ou the
b depositsli or has been placed thenin or carried through or into
and so arouse and increase an interest
in this most worthy cause.
in dress ! Sometimes these ^changes road,” said the writer of the article, I.
the seme without payment o f duties, end in violation of lew , and
Miss Marne White and Miss Lucy
may
be beautiful, convenient and com F. Marcossan. “ Two years ago the
the eelleetov, deputy collector, naval officer or surveyor of customs,
Hannigan spent Saturday and Sunday
fortable. Sometimes they may be the site was a flax field. I found it a busi
ahaH make oath baton any magistrate competent to administer the
with Mrs. W. Townsend.
reverse. Sometimes- one may follow ness place, with thirty stores and
xrr~w that he has reason to believe and does believe that such
Mry. >Mary A. Meserve of Island
Rev. A. H. Black of Bangor has at*
the fashion and sometimes it may be houses, 400 people, a school honse that
effitaee has been therein committed, such officer shall have the
cepted a tall to the Free Baptist efrareh Falls is visiting friends in town.
but a fad. Our business should be to cost $10,000, three elevators with a
lig h t to search each building end the pnm ises belonging thereto ;
Mr. Samuel Wibberly has gone to
of Island Falla.
keep us near the fashion as possible, capacity of 250,000 bushels, three
and if nay each merchandise shall be found thenin the saifte, toA children’s day concert was held at Canterbury for a few days.
but to avoid fads. In farming tools banks, a newspaper and a church. At
Hather w i|h such building shall be seized, forfeited and disposed
Rev. Mr. Black of Bangor preached
the F. B. church Sunday evening. The
there haw been many fads, some of the other twe towns, which a year ago
e f t ffffffHfog to law , and the building shall be forthwith taken
church was filled and the audience well here la f t‘Sunday morning to a large them may be found hidden away be
down or removed.
were farm loti, I found grain elevators,
and appreciative congregation.
Mr.
pleased.
hind your barn where you trust they schools and stores ’’
Chapter 11, Section 3108.
William SeweU and family are en Black presented the gospel message in are so well concealed that no one will
A ny person who shall hays received or deposited in such build
Here is what thesp farmers have done
joying a vacation at their cottage on a clear, forcible manner which must ever twit you about them
ing upon the boundary line between the United States and any
when they built their railroad ; estab
have left its impression on the hearts
tfattawamkeag lake.
Keeping up with the fa.'hion in lished three towns, increased the price
focaiga country, or carried through the same, any merchandise, or
Mrs. Sadie Dunn of St. Croix » of the people.
farming
tools, however is wise.
shaB have aided thenin in violation of law, shall be punishable by
of land along the way 75 per cent., in
Quite the event of the season for the
•pending a few days with her parents
The
history
of
education
is
a
history
a fine o f not m on than Ten Thousand Dollars, or by imprisoncreased their yield of wheat, built
young people took place Saturday even
in this town.
it for not m on than two yean or both.
S. R. Crabtree and wife who have- ing at the home of Mr. William Town of progress ; !but here again we find schools, established telephones. They
T he above section may not be clear to the legal mind but it
been visiting in Massachusetts returned send,|the occasion being Mr. Town fashion and fad. At first only the boys made a whole community richer and
•sem e easy rending to the layman. A t any rate the grand jury
send's 25th birthday. After an enjoy were educated, then the girls were al independent.
tome Saturday.
o f the U . 8. District Court, ju st closed at Bangor, found no diffiMrs. Frank Corless spent Sunday able evening of games and music a de lowed to receive some education. To
Makes digestion an d assimilation
eulty in convicting Jake W ise on Sec. 3108, and he has keen or
lightful luncheon was served by Mrs. day the girls far outnumber the boys in
with her husband at Howe Brook.
perfect.
Makes new red blood and
dered to tear down hia buildings which a n situated on the bounMr. William Brooke hat been spends Townsend assisted by Miss Kelly and school. At first schools were taught bone. That’s what Hollistei’s Rockp
dmy line and go out o f the business or go to prison. W e underIMiss Sargent. A t 11.15 the party only by men, now most of our teachers Mountain Tea will do. A tonic foi the
ing a few days at Forest City
The boys are leaving sick and weak. 35 cents, Tea or Tabfet has decided to do the former. This is not a new law but
Mr. ,W m. Leavitt is painting, hia broke up and each guest departed, are women.
school
just
ar
soon
as they can, an d 1lets. Sold by R. J.
m o ld c a c p it in operation and it is working fine. W e^cxpect
wishing Mr. Townsend many Teturos
house on Harden St.

The

A roostook

Times

T he Aroostook Tim es

our federal officials to keep at it until a boundary line rum shop
is a thing of the past. The same statute that is good for Wise is
good for McLain.
In a conversation with Holman Mullen of the famous Bridgewater line store, he informed us that he had met with a change of
purpose, if not of he&rt, and was all done with selling the ardent.
He said it was impossible to continue his business when the offi
cials from both governments were after him
We commend the
attitude ol the provincial officials in their effort to close out the
joints on our border Any time that they need our assistance if
they will let us know we will meet them half way and man for
man.

Bridgewater.

A GREAT SLUMP IN THE STOCK
OF BOUNDARY LINE RUM
SHOPS.

Grange News.

Sherman Mills-

T—

Oyer Brook

Island Falls.
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How Togo Won Naval

battleship.

Later the

admiral was

“ When the order to ‘attack the flag
Battle ship’
came from our admiral, we dash taken aboard the Biedovy, another de

SNOWSLIDES.

maim i£

FOOLED T H E

^SEARCHERS.

l* » w n Q u i c k W it t c d S c o t c h w o m a n
ed through the heavy seas toward the stroyer.
Thus the Russian commander-in T h e y A «ir F e a r f u l o f S v e e d a n d a
S a v ed a F u g itiv e .
A Complete Story of the Titanic Strug enemy’s ship to within a distance of
M itR iilf lc e n t S p e c t u o le ,
John Maxwell, a stout Protestant,
333 feet and fired our first torpedo, a chief was wounded. It was many hours
gle^Between Japan and Russia
ftnow'.slides are most frequent on
fish-shaped eighteen-inch Whitehead. later when a Japanese warship ran steep m ountains that have a heavy who hud taken part In the battle of
For the first time since the smoke of
We saw it strike the Kniaz Souvaroff down the small destroyer and captured snow fall. With a billowy train of Bullion Green, Nov. ‘28, 1666, success Arrangement of Trains
titanic naval battle has cleared, a cor
defied the many attem pts thut
astern and soon realized that it h< d Rojestvensky with Admiral Nebogatoff, snow dust boiling out behind and over fully
in Effect
were made to capture him. Once he
footed story of the straggle that closed
who
had
in
some
manner
taken
refuge
smashed her steering gear.
turning or crushing alm ost everything had a very narrow shave. The soldiers
in direct disaster to the Russian arms
on the same destroyer. Admiral Ro
All night the torpedo boats were jestvensky was hidden in the hold of before they make an aw ful and mag traced him to Edinburgh and there
is told by eye witnesses and participants
active. When the red glow of the the destroyer, bleeding profusely, when nlficent spectacle. Their speed Is some Ha v<> luin a chase. Boll ing down a close, Pullman Car Service.
in the awful strife.
times so great that trees alongside are
dawn came the formation was practi the vessel fell into the hands of the overturned by the sw am ping force of he dashed into a tavern and explain
SCOUT S H IP GIVES WARNING.
cally the same as the night before. The Japanese. Nebogatoff was also wound the air which the slide lias violently ed his desperate ease to the landlady,
It is May 27, 1905. Far away, be
wdio locked him into the chest that
Russian remna it of a fleet was still ed.
disturbed.
yond the noisy clamor of the leaden
held the o;\1ineal. The soldiers then Pullman Parlor Car on
encircled by the Japanese, who were
There are many w ell authenticated entered and searched the house from
VOLKEltSAM is K1LLL1).
gray waters which beat against the
moving north with them. By this time
Instances where miners have been
Tsu islands, Korean strait, lies a Japan
Admiral Volkersam had met death caught on the surface of a slide and by top to bottom, but could not find their
both fleets weie near the treacherous
ese cruiser, its outlines almost lost a*
meanwhile. When the Russian double dexterous use of their skees have kept man. Vowing they knew he was on
Liancourt Rock i.
the premises, they called for drink and
gainst the dull background. It has*
column was being pounded an admiral’s on top of the engulfing surface of the
sat
down to think over the matter.
At
the
first
shot
of
the
second
day,
been there for days, weeks, months
flag was seen to be flying from the Os- slide and come out uninjured. John
even. Its men are exhausted from Sunday, the Russian ships scattered liabia. This wrs Volkersam’s. There Muir once rode down from the high One of them, seated on the box that
contained the fugitive, remarked:
like chaff* The Nicolai and the Orel, was in this case a concentration of fire
. inertia.
Sierra on a snowsllde. H e w as sw ish 
“I wouldn't say but the W hig Is In
he
Russian
battleships,
were
still
afloat
Gradually, as the snr oke comes nearer
from the Japanese. The first shot, a ed back down in a minute over a dis this very kist (chest). Guidwife, gie’s
the dim outlines of a large fleet are Togo signalled :
shell fiom a six-inch gun, went plow tance that had taken all day to climb.
the key and w e’ll see.”
“ Concentrate fire on battleships."
traced.
They grow more distinct
One day w hile climbing up a steep
ing through the conning tower of the
Until further notice trains will leave
In no way put about, the landlady
The main force of our combined fleet, Osliabia. Volksrsam was in this conn snowy slope a slide started beneath
through the fog, and finally the lJapan
Houlton as follows:
w ent to the door and cried to her girl 8 2
me, and for a tim e 1 w as on the sur u pstairs:
ese cruiser hoists anchor and moves upon accepting surrender of the re ing tower. He was blown to pieces.
9 " am
arr‘vin« at Ls^
Falls
10 os a m R,tten 1,1,40aui. Millinookett
llow lv northward, toward the strait ol maining Russian main force near Lian
“Jennie, rin to the guidnmn for the
Under the pitiless crashing of Japan face of Its upper edge, where the snow
!
;
a
'*
!>
grownVille
11
32
a
m,
Oldtowu
court Rocks, on the afternoon of May ese shells the Osliabia went down. FUr was about two feet deep. W ading a key o’ the kist till w e see if a W hig
Koirea
pm. C t o n T T p
P PMtland 536
28, stopped pursuit, and while engaged decks were like a shambles from end to torrent will give some Idea of the sweep can lie In the meuJ und no be boasting
VriSCLESS GIVES ALARM.
in the disposition of surrendered ships, end, her men were demoralized, many of the coasting hiiow. The snow dust (coughing) w l’t.”
8 3<)M1n,uo0I a?l-..aiTiving at Littleton 846 a
Then through space by wireless goes Ad’l Ushakoff, a coast defense ship
steam ed and boiled up around me, and
u i J f i 1* S 1 931 a ,n’ Fort Fairfield
A t this the sol Iters burst out laugh
;>
f
her
officers
dead.
A
torpedo
fired
each tim e I struggled to my feet the ing, felt there was truth In the guidthis message :
JS aa m,
m \v 'an
“ qH
e Is,el 10
04a*m. Caribou
Thereupon the Iwate and Yakumo were
iu JO
Buren
l 55
“ Enemy approaching, making for immediately dispatched in pursuit and at her from a daring Japanese torpedo rushing snow simifty Jerked my feet w ife ’s taunt, drained their cups and
U
an,d anting at Smyrna Mills
from beneath me.
At lust, alm ost
Korean •traits.”
. 04 a m, Masatdis l 11 p mT Ashland
invited her to surrender, but she refus vessel, No. 35, went home. The great smothered, I w as dropped off the back departed. M axwell at last managed
Hundreds of m il's away, just outside ed and was sunk at 6 p. m. Her crew battleship apparently leaped into the
to escape to Ireland, w here he died.
iaop ili!' 0rtage 158f
Kent
air, then turned turtle. Hundreds of end upon bare ground.—Enos A. Mills
of |M a-san-nho, Korea, another great of over 300 men were rescued.
12
In Harper's Weekly.
f lt a , •ttroaily vigilant catches the mesMACARONI.
Cruiser Dmitri Domskui was also her crew were lost. A few minutes
•ego from the air.
found in the northwestern direction at later the Japanese torpedo boat was
New Sweden 4 45 p m, Van Buren 5 35
WEAPONS DECLINED.
O ne S to ry o f th e O r ie ls o f th e N am e
Admiral Togo, the Japanese comp. m., and was immediately over blown to pieces.
3
2 8 p n irt * airfekl 2 30 pm , Limestone
a
n
d
t
h
e
D
la
h
.
The Borodino and the Alexander III. VlrchoTr'H O dd P r o p o s i t i o n W h e n
^mander in ehief, has received the final taken and fired on vigorously by our
A
great
many
stories
are
in
existence
2
15
p
m—for and arriving at Island Falla
were
engaged
directly
with
the
Japan
f word o f the whereabouts of the Russian fourth division and second destroyer
C lm lle n ice d b y B i s m a r c k .
about the origin of the word “macaro
3 12 p m, Patten 4 05 p m, Millinookett
fleet. H e gives orders quickly, point- flotilla. She was attacked that night ese flagship, the Mikasa. Shot for shot
Dr. Virchow, the em inent man of sci
4 22 p m, Brownville 5 33 p m, Okltown
• ediy. His great fleet splits into half a by the second destroyer flotilla and the they exchanged, untd the upper works ence, had been sharply criticising ni” and the Invention of the dish so
6 50 n m, Bangor 7 25 p in, Portland 1 05
designated. According to one author
a m, Boston 5 30 a m.
dosen parts, leaving all the Japanese next morning was found aground on of the Mikasa were badly shattered Prince Bismarck, who w as then chan
ity, a drunken chef employed by one of 6 30 p m—for and arriving at Smyrna Mill*
But
here
again
the
superiority
of
the
battleships.
cellor.
the southwestern shore of Urleung isthe popes was responsible both for the
7 35 pm , Howe Brook 8 04 p m,
Vice Admiial Ksmimura, rommand- and, off* Korean coast.
Japanese was shown—this time in
At the eml of a particularly severe name and the dish. He was preparing
« 48 p m, Ashland 0 10 p m.
mahding a squadron of heavy cruisers,
Our cruiser Chitose, while cruising marksmanship. The shots of the Rus attack Bismarck felt him self personal a sou file for th e papul soup, und. hav 6 40 p ni—for and arriving at Island Falls 7 42
pm, Millinookett8 50p m, Bangor 11 30
m o n o , across the Korean straits and to the northward on the morning of sians went high ; the shots of the J a  ly affronted nml sent seconds to Vir ing taken considerably more than a
p m, Portland 4 l i a m , Boston 7 2 0 am .
down by the eoaat of Japan,'behind Iki May 28, found and sank another Rus panese, particularly from the Mikasa, chow with a challenge to fight n duel.
drop too much, he w ent on stirring tho
The man of science w as found in his flour until the souffle w as of the con 8 05 p m—for and arrivit g at Bridgewater 8 50
island, whets no strange fleet dare ven sian destroyer. Our cruiser Niyitaka cut into the Russian vessels just below
— P m, Mars Hill tnd Blaine 9 04 p m,
laboratory,
hard at work at experi sistency of hard tack. The assistant £k Presque Isle 9 34 pm , Caribou 10 00 p
ture. Japan's?rough coast at this point and destroyer Murakumo attacked also the water line.
While the Mikasa was in the midst m ents which had for their object the chef, know ing that Ills holiness was * m, Fort Fairfield 9 50 p m.
is death to those who do not know it at noon on May 28 a Russian destroyer
discovery of a m eans of destroying
A R R IV A L S .
perfectly. Admiral K stacks, with his which finally wenc aground.
of the fight, Admiral Togo on the trichinae, which were m aking great not overpat lent about things pertain
ing to the table, ventured to call the 8 28 a m—leaving Fort Fairfield 6 25 a m,
bridge,
she
lost
about
60
men.
This
squadron of light cruisers, takes his
Later Ad’l Togo reported :
ravages In C enim ny.
attention of his chef to tills fact, and
Caribou 6 20 a m. Presque Isle 6 47 a m.
station at the northern end of the east
“Ah,” said the doctor, ‘‘a challenge the latter, being a resourceful man, de
The Sissoi Veliki, Admiral Nakhim- was due to theconcentiation of the Rus
Mars Hill and Blaine 718 am , Bridgeern channel, with orders to strike where off and Vladimir Monomach suffered sian fire on this vessel. At the end of from Prince Bismarck, eh! Well, well! cided to make a paste instead of a
water 7 35 a m.
it will do the greatest good.
8 23 a m —leaving B« ston 7 00 p m. Portland
heavily at midday on May 27, and at the three-sided duel the Bo odino and As I aui the challenged party, I sup souffle.
10 30 p m, Bangor 3 25 a m, Millinockett
WAIT FoB TH E BATTLE.
H e w aited the result w ith som e a n x 
night were so badly damaged by our the Alexander III. were sun c. Again pose I have the choice of weapons.
<; 15 a m, Sherman 7 03 a m, Island Falls
the
daring
torpedo
boats
of
the
Japan
Here
they
are!”
7 25 a m, Oaxfield 7 43 a m, Ludlow 7 59
iety and responded to a call to appear
Admiral Misu, with another division torpedo boat flotilla that they were put
a m, New Limerick 8 08 a m.
H e held up tw o large sausages, which before his holiness with considerable
t f eruisars and a part of the torpedo completely out of action. They were ese had figured.
perturbation. V isions of a stay In the 9 35 a m—leaving Ashland 7 20 a m, Masardis
The double formation of t’ie Russians seem ed to he exactly alike.
flotilla* Ukee a position east of the Tsu discovered the next morning drifting
7 4 la m, .Smyrna Mills 8 50 a m, Ludlow
“One of these sau sages,” he said, “Is papal dungeon rose before him, and
9 13 e m, New Limerick 9 21 a m.
islfn d f. A ll have dpeks cleared for near Tsushima by our converted cruisers aided the work of these swift boats. filled with trichinae; it Is deadly. The
notion, man tense with the strain of a Shinano Maru, Yata Maru, Tainan At times they were in such positions other Is perfectly wholesome. Exter when the pontiff asked, with a sm iling 12 36 p m—leaving Boston 0 45 p m, Portland
face, for the name of the wonderful
12 55 a m, Bangor 7 10a m, Okltown 7 47
^paring battls, bat quiet and cool, and Maru and Sodo Maru, but went down between the two lines of Russians that nally they can’t he told apart. Let his paste served in the soup he w as too
a m, BrownvilJe 9 07 a m, Millinockett
neither
side
could
fire
at
them
without
10 25 a in, Patten 9 05 a m, Island Falls
iMjifliW lim p in g at she word of com- before they could be captured.
excellency do me the honor to choose nervous to think of a name. “My caro”
11 33 a m.
lid ., Tbo fog is still dense.
Regarding the damage to our fleet sub danger of firing into the Russian vessel whichever of the^e he w ishes and eat (my favorite)’ he replied at last, and
2 10 p m—leaving Fort Fairfield 11 30 a m,
It, and 1 will eat the other!”
Then, from a scoutship at the eastern sequent reports show that during the beyond it.
the pontiff, not catching the words ex 
Van Buren 9 10 am , Caribou 1210 p m.
Then from the signal line of the
Though the proposition w as as rea actly, said: “Macaroni? W ell, In future
•adf o f tko Ten islands comes the wire- attack of May 27, torpedo boats No
Presque Isle 12 38 p m, Mars H ill ana
Blaine 1 09 p m, Bridgewater 125 p m ,
34, 35 and 69 sank, but most of the Mikasa a signal fluttered dimly through sonable ns any dueling proposition never serve me a meal w ithout a dlah
Mouticello 1 45 p m.
could be. Brine® Bism arck’s represent of m acaroni.”—Indianapolis Sentinel.
“ Baemy entering eastern channel." crews were rescued.
Otherwise no the haze of smoke and fog :
3 25 p m—leaving Fort Kant 1110 a m. Port
“ Enemy’s submarines are sighted. atives refused it. No duel w as fought,
to throw the full fighting ship whatever was lost. The damage
age 12 46 p m, Ashland 1 05 p m, Ludlow
and
uo
one
aceuaed
Virchow
of
co
w

3 02 p m, New Limerick 3 11 p m.
into tbo eastern channel for the to the larger vessels, including the des Attack them."
A
BRAVE
TOREADOR.
ardice.
6 35 p m—leaving Van Buren 2 50 p m, Fort
d it ih art rushed forward. These troyers, was very slight.)
POOR GUNNERS ANT) SHELLS.
Fairfield 4 05 p m, Caribou 4 40 p
O n e o f t h e Moat T h r i l l i n o r I n c i d e n t a
there breaks out from the
As nearly the whole of the Japanese
Mars Hill and Blaine
This signal was apparently a useless
INDEXING BOOKS.
o f t h e B a l l Itinir.
5 37 p m, Bridgewater 5 50 p m.
of Togo’s flagship, this mes- and Russian fleets were engaged in one. What had been sighted were the
The fam ous Spanish toreador Re 8 00 p m—leaving Boston 8 00 urn, Portland
the battle its field was greatly extended keels of two smaller ships of war which T h e C o H t o m I k a n Old O n e T h a t D e 
I
verie figured iu one of the m ost thrill
11 05 a m, Bangor 3 25 p m, Oldtown 3 50
llnthev S lo w ly.
deatiny of our empire depends and the weather being misty it was were upturned. But the effect of the
p m, Brownville 4 50 p m, Millinockett
ing
incidents ever w itnessed In the
The custom of indexing books develthis action. You are all expect- impossible to see more than five miles. signal was to force from the Japanese
0
00 p m, Patten 6 05 p m, Sherman 6 45
arena. It w as at Bayonne. A fter dis
oped gradually. Oieero used the word
p m, Island Falls 7 05 p mI was therefore unable to keep in even a sharper fire.
lo do your utmost.
posing of tw o bulls R everie had tw ice C. C. BROWN, Gen’l Pass’r and Ticket
“ Index,” but. in the sense of a table of
Slow ly, ns if feeling its way, the touch with all the divisions under me,
Meanwhile the battling lines, from contents. Seneca provided som e works plunged his sword Into a third of great Agent.
Italian fleet approaches the Eastern even in the daytime. Besides, the bat the time of the first shot, had been which he sent to a friend with notes of strength and ferocity, and as the beast W. M. BROWN, General Superintendent.
B a n g o r , M e ., June 5,1905.
channel o f the Straits of Korea, Rojest- tle occupied two days and two nights, moving northward. The Russian fleet
continued careering w ildly the specta
particular passages, “so that he who
tors began to hiss R everie for bun
w aak y, certain that the fog will screen the enemy scattering in every direction, was encircled by the Japanese. From
only aimed at the useful might be
Notice of Foreclosure.
M l movements, moves on in double while some of our .vessels are engaged north end touth, from east and west, spared the trouble of exam ining them gling. W ounded to the very quick of
Whereas, Stephen E. Lovely o! Limestone,
•d am n . On the starboard side are his duties subsequeut to the batile, so that the hail of shells poured on them. entire.” This was at least a partial his pride, the Spaniard shouted, "The
the County of Aroostook ai State of
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dex proper.
M u le formation, are four torpedo dethe margin of a ccid en t The wounded Fairfield, m said County and State, the follow
Tl e Japanese, too, had felt the great
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described real estate situated in Township
|rora, the fastest of the fle e t; fol“ From this moment the whole of the baptism of fire. But the Russian fire, pearance of the subjects in the book beast charged full upon him, but the ing
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routadore, splendid to the last, knelt Limestone, to wit:—The south half of lot
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arrangement,
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to the I.and Office in 1847, by Charles
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sprang he sank In death, with his last K. Eddy, surveyor, being same premises de*.
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belief growing that Togo has failed to one remaining mast, demented. It was
Rojestv insky wounded, dead so far works with alphabetical Indexes. The head that drove a horn Into the thigh ing described real esta e situated in said Lime
custom did not become universal un of the kneeling man and laid bare the stone. tow'it:—The northeast quarter or onepNCoet Ike Korean straits, that when really an awful sight, even to me, who as the Russians knew.
Volkersam
Bqjsetvonahy looped around Formosa in war have witnessed many incidents dead, Nebogatoff wounded and captur til well into the sixteenth century.
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Em mouth o f Vladivostok.
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at
Then suddenly a brisk wind wipes to the water’s edge
a foreclosure of said mortgtge because of the
p a g e s . ________________
breach of the condition thereof, and I hereby
“ Meanwhile, the cannonading of the tempted to smash through the Japan
the fog sw ay.
Far away in the dis
give this notice for the purpose of effecting
A B o ld Man.
tance the Russians get a glimpse of whole of he Japanese fleet, as if con ese lines. The Russian searchlights,
The H u n g a ria n Crown.
foreclosure of said mortgage.
A handsom e English girl recently re theFort
Fairfield, Maine, June 7.1905.
oaokoflom Japanese vessels. Then, trolled by one automatic switch, was which were glaring over the face of the
The Hungarian crown worn at their
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laden
sea,
were
so
many
guiding
MAMAREE GOOD,
for tko first time, Rojestvensky knows concentrated upon the crowd of officers
accession by the emperors of Austria turned from Spain w as recounting her
By her attorney, W m. T. S p b a b .
tkat the supremacy of the sea between and men standing beneath the solitary lights to the Japanese, who showed no as kings of Hungary is the identical experiences to a circle of friends,
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lights.
on® ma ile for Stephen and used at his among whom w as a Spaniard. “The
R ossis and Japan is to be contested in mast, and within a few seconds they
thing
that
delighted
me
most,"
she
When
the
darkness
was
complete
the
coronation over 800 years ago. The
were scattered into fragments in the air
the 8traits of Korea.
torpedo flotillas of the Japanese began whole Is of pure gold, except the se t said, “wus that charm ing practice they
F u ll steam ahead, goes the signal to like dry l aves before the wind.
have In Spain of offering you Instantly
“ Almost simultaneously the flagship to bear in on the Russian vessels, while tings. and w eighs nine marks six w hat you may chance to admire.” “Do
tbo engine room. Almost st the seme
the
heavier
Japanese
ships
lay
dormant,
ounces,
alm ost
exactly
fourteen
moment this signal flutters from the reared up, as perpendicular as a pole
you approve of the custom ?” asked the
pounds. The settings above alluded to
signal line, is reed quickly by the other embedded in the ground, and plunged the full battleship strength, with Togo consist of 53 sapphires, 50 rubies, 1 em  Spanish friend. “Oh, y es!” w as the
on the Mikasa ; from the northeast
reply. “Senorlta, you have very beau
vessels of the Russian fleet and all to the bottom of the sea."
erald and 338 pearls. It w ill be noticed
“ Togo’s vessels manouvered with comes a line of cruisers and torpedoe that there are no diamonds among tifu l lips!” exclaim ed the Im pulsive
power is put on. If necessary the tor
When in need of
perfect precision, and soon had the Rus vessels, and from right and left, behind these precious adornments. This Is ac Andalusian.—London Chronicle.
pedo boat* can be left behind.
the
fleet,
suddenly
appear,
as
if
from
At the signalling of the Russian sians enfiladed by their fire, not in the
counted for by the oft quoted story of
T h e M iddle A g e d W o m a n .
boats the Japanese fleet begins to close ordinary sense of the term, but in front the very face of the waters, other Japan Stephen’s aversion to such gem s be
To be frankly old—w ith w hite hair,
in on the Rushans. From the north and on both flanks. The scene, which ese vessels of war.
cause he considered them “unlucky.”
w ith a lovely network of w rinkles that
eomes the full battleship strength, with I had the honor of witnessing, was su
look like lace—Is to be a belle. One
ArKus E y e d a n d Ifytlra H ead ed .
Togo on the Mikssa ; from the north perbly terrible.
Tired out, worn out woman cannot
m ay also be qu'.te young. It Is the tim e
The
term
“Argus
eyed”
means
w
atch
east comes s line of cruisers and torpedo
“ Guns of nearly 50 warships were sleep, eat or work ; seems as if she
between that m atters. The m iddle aged
vessels, and from right and left, be being fired, and now and again a great would fly to pieces. Holliser’s Rocky ful. According to the Grecian fable, woman iu gon e—so com pletely gone
Argus
had
100
eyes,
and
Juno
set
him
hind the fleet, suddenly appear, as if crash sounded as loud reports coincided. Mountain Tea makes strong nerves and
that In a little w hile the world w ill Prices Lower than the Lowest.
from the veiy face of the waters, other For a time the belligerents gave shot rich red blood. 35 cents, Tea or Tab to watch all of whom she was jealous. talk quite gravely of preserving a spec
When Argus was slain she transplant
Goods as good as the best.
Japanese vessels of war.
for shot, and through the conflict the lets. Sold by R. J. Cochran.
ed his eyes into the tall of tho pea im en for posterity. In a few years
Gradually the bristling circle of guns fleets were on the move.
cock. "Hydra headed” Is a term de specim ens w ill be sought for, like Sher
closes around the Russian fleet. No
“ The Japanese knew instantly their
FOR SAEE.
rived from th<> fable of Hercules and aton furniture.—London W orld of
shot has yet been fired. Rojestvensky enemy was beaten, and the concentra
the hydra. Tho hydra had nine heads, Dress.
A desirable lot on Heywood street
•till hopes to smash a path through t> e tion of their fire now became absolutely
and Hercules w as sent to kill It. As
N et l a t h e P n g t l l s t l o L in e .
seemingly weak line ahead, then make infernal. Long lines of smoke, like to be Bold at a bargain. Inquire of K. 30on as he struck off one o f its heads
B ull—Yes, M iss Lang m entioned to
a running fight of it into Vladivostok. sea clouds, floated across the water and Mallory, 44 Court St., or at office in two sluit up in its place.
Ine last night that she knew you. By
Suddenly brilliant colors flash out were lighted up by flashes of artillery. Frisbie block.
the w ay, I never knew before that you
Everything sold at living
from the Mikasa. To the Russians When the bombardment reached its
T l i r I n t r r c n t In It.
were a p u g ilist O d le y —I a pugilist?
Plpson - 1 wonder what there w as In B ull—Yes; she told me you wTere a
they mean the great fight is on, al zenith every second was marked by
If you want a pretty face and delight the paper tedny about M asters? Grimes
prices.
though they cannot unravel the mystery cannonading."
“lightw eight.”—Philadelphia Press.
ful air,
- D idn’t know (hero was anything. Plp
of the Japanese cipher. To the Japan
Japan’s great guns were hammering
Rosy cheeks and lovely hair,
son—Oh. there must have Ikhmi. He
ese vessels the brightly colored flags away for hours before the Kniaz SouT e a c h in g th e Y o u n g Id e a .
Wedding trip across the sea,
w as sayin g to me that, today’s Issue
Young Crow—Of course I’m anxious
varoff was finally destroyed and settled.
carry this m essage:
Put your faith in Rocky Mountain was usually interesting.
to see the world. Old Crow W ell,
Rojestensky, gravely wounded—skull
“ Attack the flagship."
PARKER’S _
Tea.
you’ll find lots of things In It that doi.’t
HAIR BALSAM
The stoiy of the answer of the Japan fractured—was lifted from the flagship
Sold by R. J. Cochran.
Happiness and misery are tw o ex belong to you. Help y o u rself!—N ew
CleAOMf end bcatttiflei the h»!r.
ese fleet to thi* signal from Togo ii> to the Russian destroyer Bouinvi, which
rrom.ite* * JuxurUnl frowth.
tremes, the utmost bounds whereof we York Press.
N ev er F a lls to B ertoro O rsy
beat told in the words of the captain of had darted up through the hail of Japa
HMr to lt« Tottta/U l Color.
know not.—Locke.
Cure, Kelp diWMee * hair falUnf.
ifrvMiulftLOOaf DruevUU
the destoyer, Murasame. H is story is : nose shells at a signal from the doomed
I r f a n s nH t f m d d tr f f r* *

June 6,1906.

June 6, 1905.

Houlton
at*aoli«leav*n8
8.25 a. m. 'and.
Bangor at 3.25 p. m
Pullman Sleeping Car
on train leaving Houlton at 6.40 p. m. and
Boston at 7.00 p. m.

Call at the Fruit
Wagon
Oranges, Bananas,
Strawberries, Con
fectionery, Cigars,
etc.

Wagon stands in
front of Music Hall
site.

J. E . CLARK, Prop.

Foley's Kidney Cure

e a , F r id a y , J u n e

H3, 1 9 0 5 ,

£
W. T . (ioAH 3 m . 6 . *f. Gorkins, Pr**.

Why on earth should the Republican
leaden
foam at the mouth and yelp
(
AT.OoKii»% Treai.
and snap when the administration an
Mmc>m>w, Me.
nounces that it may buythe necessary
KfMMEBEO VALLEY FARMS
SeAdJforoitr.llst.
Panama canal supplies in foreign mar
kets, if it can buy abroad more cheaply?
* IWCOHPORATBD]
Are we so irrevocably committed to
CBNBRAL^OFFICE
the protection shibboleth that even the
3$6 Wator’8tr*et,j* A ugusta, Maine.
government is not to be permitted to
_______
V. T. JONES, M m r«.
escape from the highly profitable opera
tions of the “ special interests?” Must
the government pay twice as much as
is necessary for two steamboats in or
der that they may be of American con
struction ? Must the government pay
128 a ton for steel rails for the Panama
T h is Is the fate o f sufferers from Kidney trouble, as the disease is so insiduous tha t often people have
Btnbilmers and Funeral Directors railroad when rails of the same manu
serious K idney trouble without know ing the real cause of their illness, as diseased kidneys allow the
facture, and from American mills, can
.. Opttf House Block,
be bought in England for 322 a ton >
impurities
to stay in the system and a tta c k the other
Chicago Business Man Cured
17 Court St.
HOULTON, M A IN E
As individual citizens doubtless we
organs.
T h i 3 accounts for the many different . ,
^ 9?*» Chicago, Gentlemen:—About a year ago my health began
to fail, I lost flesh and never felt well. The doctor thought I had stomach
ought to be patriotically content to pay
symptoms of K idney Disease.
and hver trouble, but I became convinced that my kidneys were the cause
excessive prices. We can smile and
a".d COIPmenced taking FOLEY’S KIDNEY CURE. It in
Y ou begin to feel better at once when takin g creased myeal?1
appetite and made me feel stronger,
symptoms
ter, and the annoying sympi
be happy in the knowledge that our
disappeared. I am nowsound and well.—J. K. Horn, 1354 Diver ley lvd.
money goes toward the strengthening
Chicago. June 11, 1902.
Cured His Wife
Sfi the wonderful industries upon which
u*
^ a^*ns»sexton of the Methodist Church, Springfield, Pa., writes:
1
the greatness of our republic is alleged
My wife has been veiVbad with kidney trouble and tried several doctors
(Gnifaste of Ontario Veterinary
a s it stim ulates the; heart, increases the circulation without benefit. After taking one bottle of FOLEY’S KIDNEY CURE was
to
depend. Bat when it comes to de
College, Toronto.)
and invigorates the whole system. It strengthens the much better, and was completely cured after taking four bottles.**
manding the same sacrifice from the
Diseases of Domesticated Animals treated
One Bottle Cured Him
urinary organs and gives you new life and vigor.
sderititoaUy. Denial week a specialty- Calls government itself—well, really, that is
A. H. Davis, Mt. Sterling, la., writes: “ I was troubled with kidney
night and day promptly attended to.
asking too much ! Perhaps we should
complaint for about two years, but a one-dollar bottle of FOLEY’S KIDNEY
TWO SIZES 50o and $1.00
CURE effected a permanent cure.’’
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jo k F IC E : A T H E R T O N BLOCK,
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M a i n e . strive to hold every inch of the ground
they have gained. It is human nature
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what you have grabbed. President
to stamp the colony out of existence, iB almost beyond imagination. It was
Roos-jvelt, by his little announcement
A U m hm y * O m s i l o r a t L aw
but finding the next season, that they reckoned that the increase of a single
as to Panama, has thrown unexpected
were more numerous, he gave public pair, if unrestricted, would suffice to Rated H, P. 5 Actual H. P.
light on the weakness of the grab
P U B L IC .
warning ‘of what had happened, and destroy the entire vegetation of the
(), Bore 0 “Stroke 0” Revo
system ; therefore, the howl. But it
O ffle *)|» in e o e k B lo ck
advised the community to be on the United States within eight years.
JUflJdeaee, Me, S W in ter It, is about time for the nation to awaken
lution 350, Price §175.00
watch. His warning was regarded as
Effective June 4th, 1905.
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